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POWER NOTE TRAINING GUIDE 
Updated August, 2016 

 
Goal: This guide is meant to serve as a reference guide to maximize 
your documentation efficiency while in the ED as we transition to 
electronic charting. 

 
How to access the ED PowerNote 
• Right-click on the patient’s row in FirstNet and select “open 

chart.” From within the patient’s opened chart, navigate to “I- 
View/PowerNote” 

• Click on the small folder icon in the top left of this new window 
• Type in “ED” and hit enter 
• Select “ED Admission Note” to open the note and begin charting 

 
Workflow. The basic ED documentation workflow is as follows. You 
should try to staff the patient at any opportunity that you can in this 
time frame, but use this as an opportunity to manage a patient 
unassisted for as long as you feel it’s safe. 
• Sign up for a patient on FirstNet and interview/evaluate them 
• Write orders as soon as you leave the bedside. If available, 

introduce yourself to the patient’s nurse and tell them your 
diagnostic plan 

• AS SOON AS YOU CAN, initiate a note and chart your H&P 
elements, as well as your initial DDx and plan 
o Any time you participate in a chart, be sure to enter your 

name in the PROVIDER LOOKUP under “Visit Information.” 
- If you get pulled away or have to see another patient, 

SAVE your note. 
 

**DO NOT SIGN NOTES UNTIL THE FINAL DISPOSITION IS ACHIEVED! 
 

o Saved notes can be updated by you, oncoming residents, 
and the attending. This will allow multiple users to 
contribute to the chart. 

o You must close the note on your screen for someone 
else to add to it. After SAVING the note, click on 
“documentation” on the top row of options, then 
“CLOSE NOTE.” 

o To open the note to add or edit, navigate back to I- 
View/PowerNote. Click the file folder icon, then the 
“existing” tab and your note will be highlighted. Select 
“open” and continue charting. 

• Update the note with relevant events, consults, and 
procedures as they happen. With each update, continue 
to SAVE the note. 

• If you perform the procedure, do a separate procedure 
note, either on paper or with PowerNote. 

• Import labs and radiology reads once ALL the results are 
available. For labs, import CBC/chem 7 (these will come up in the “skeletons”) and then select the 
other important labs you want to import. For radiology, import everything, and then edit it down 
to type of exam and impression. We don’t want our notes bloated with every  lab and radiology 

 

 
 

Emergency Medicine Policy on 
Dragon software use in the HMC 
or UW EDs: 
Due to quality issues, the use of 
Dragon software for patient 
charting is restricted to 
residents who have a 
previously established Dragon 
account in the HMC or UWMC 
system and have had voice 
training. Therefore-- 

1. If you do not already have a 
Dragon account and have 
not trained on Dragon, you 
may not use Dragon. 

2. You MAY NOT use anyone 
else’s Dragon account. Each 
time Dragon is used, it is 
learning and customizing 
the voice recognition to the 
individual user. If multiple 
people use the same 
account, the voice 
recognition is corrupted 
which can lead to dictation 
errors. 

3. If you are UW resident and 
have a Dragon account, DO 
NOT SHARE login 
information with any other 
rotator. 

4. You must go back and 
carefully review your 
patient notes after using 
Dragon. 
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protocol statement. You may free text instead if that is easier, i.e. “ UA positive for blood” or “head 
CT negative.” If you import when some results are still pending, you won’t be able to import those 
later  and will have to free text instead. 

• Enter final disposition/plan/diagnosis as soon as they are known. With each update, continue to SAVE 
the note. 

• When the patient disposition has been achieved (they are leaving the ED), SIGN the note and 
FORWARD it to the attending of record. 

 
How do I FORWARD a Note to someone else? 

Method 1 
o   When you initially sign the note, a window appears where you are forced to select the note 

type.  
o   After choosing “ED Note,” click on “request endorsement” on the empty space under 

“Endorser” and type in the recipient’s name.  
o   Then click on the empty space under “type” and choose “Sign.” 

 

 
 
 
When the resident goes to save their note, they should make sure both fields have ED Note selected, as 
below: 

 
 
What if I the resident changes shift before disposition is achieved? 

• As long as the note has been SAVED, the incoming resident can continue charting. Just make sure 
there is clear communication about which patients are being transferred from Resident A to 
Resident B, and what workup remains. 
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• When the disposition is achieved, the current resident SIGNS the note and FORWARDS it to the 
attending as per above. 

 
What if two attendings participate in the care of the patient? 

• Send the note to the attending that you originally saw the patient with. If you aren’t certain who to 
send the note to, ask your current attending. 

 
What if I sign the note prematurely? 

• You will still be able to edit the note ad infinitum as you were the original author. However, no one 
else will be able to help chart on your patient while they are still in the ED. The attending can access 
the chart, but is only allowed to SIGN the note; there is no SAVE option on notes signed and 
forwarded by residents. 

 
Overall goal: documentation in parallel with patient care. We want to have your notes finished on every 
admitted patient prior to the patient’s departure from ED – it is therefore CRITICAL THAT YOU KEEP UP WITH 
DOCUMENTION DURING YOUR SHIFT! 

 
Billing/Coding 

 

ED evaluations are billed based on the quality of our notes, and you are the primary documenter of all that 
occurs in the ED. While lower severity patients require less thorough documentation, you should strive to 
provide the best possible charting. To that end, you should aim for the following for all but the most straight- 
forward patients: 

• At least 4 HPI elements (onset, provocation/palliation, quality, radiation, severity, timing, etc) 
• All 3 PMFS elements 

o Past History (includes Past Med/Surg hx, Allergy list, and Meds) 
o Family History 
o Social History 

• At least 10 systems of the 14-pt ROS 
• At least 8 Physical Exam elements 
• Medical Decision Making: Your DDx, medical reasoning, response to therapies, diagnostic results, 

and final plan/diagnosis 
 

Tips (Efficiency)   
• Avoid prolonged chart biopsies – get the gist, and then see the patient. No one should wait in a bed 

in your section of the ED in favor of a chart review, and chart reviews often tend to bias your 
evaluation. 

• Use note macros and Autotexts 
o Macros: Good for your ROS and PE, as we all tend to use a similar base exam and modify it based 

on patient complaint. 
o AutoTexts: Good for commonly used phrases to cut down on repetitive writing. For example, you 

will  see many patients in the ED complaining of chest pain, and therefore you will screen for 
ACS. 
 A useful phrase is “.acs,” which could be made to insert the phrase “No ACS risk factors 

present (tobacco, DM, HTN, obesity, family history, cocaine use, or hyperlipidemia).” The 
same can be applied to other disease for which we have common risk factors: (venous 
thromboembolism) or particularly worrisome historical factors (back pain). 

Finally: 
• Ask your attending for feedback on your charting. 
• When you are signing out a patient to your relief resident, make sure they are up to date 

on the plan and whatever documentation remains. 
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Additional Resources – eLearning Modules: 
 
First Net Overview 
 
Depart for Practitioners 
 
First Net Triage 
 

 

https://lms.uwmedicine.org/stproduction/core/activitydetails/ViewActivityDetails/106939?actId=106939&UserMode=0&Task=&InvoiceId=&UserAction=&CallerURL=
https://lms.uwmedicine.org/stproduction/core/activitydetails/ViewActivityDetails/106909?actId=106909&UserMode=0&Task=&InvoiceId=&UserAction=&CallerURL=
https://intranet.uwmedicine.org/BU/ClinApps/ORCAResourceLibrary/FirstNet%20-%20Triage%20Process.swf
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